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Abstract Greenland ice sheet experienced an intensive melting in the last cen-8

tury, especially in the 1920s and over the last decades. The supplementary input9

into the ocean could disrupt the freshwater budget of the North Atlantic. Simulta-10

neously, some signs of a recent weakening of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning11

Circulation (AMOC) have been reported. In order to better understand the pos-12

sible impact of the increasing melting on the North Atlantic circulation, salinity13

and temperature trends, we construct an observation-based estimate of the fresh-14

water fluxes spanning from 1840 to 2014. The estimate is based on runoff fluxes15

coming from Greenland ice sheet and surrounding glaciers and ice caps. Input16

from iceberg melting is also included and spatially distributed over the North At-17

lantic following an observed climatology. We force a set of historical simulations18

of the IPSL-CM6A-LR coupled climate model with this reconstruction from 192019

to 2014. The ten-member ensemble mean displays freshened and cooled waters20

around Greenland, which spread in the subpolar gyre, and then towards the sub-21

tropical gyre and the Nordic Seas. Over the whole period, the convection is reduced22

in the Labrador and Nordic Seas, while it is slightly enhanced in the Irminger Sea,23

and the AMOC is weakened by 0.32 ± 0.35 Sv at 26◦N. The multi-decadal trend24

of the North Atlantic surface temperature obtained with the additional freshwater25

forcing is slightly closer to observations than in standard historical simulations,26

although the two trends are only different at the 90% confidence level. Slight im-27

provement of the Root Mean Square Error with respect to observations in the28
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subpolar gyre region suggests that part of the surface temperature variability over29

the recent decades may have been forced by the release of freshwater from Green-30

land and surrounding regions since the 1920s. Finally, we highlight that the AMOC31

decrease due to Greenland melting remains modest in these simulations and can32

only explain a very small amount of the 3± 1 Sv weakening suggested in a recent33

study.34

Keywords Greenland melting · AMOC · subpolar gyre35

Introduction36

Since the mid-1990s, ice sheet melting and glacier discharge have increased, thereby37

changing the freshwater budget of the Arctic and the North Atlantic (Rignot38

and Kanagaratnam 2006; Böning et al. 2016; Bamber et al. 2018). Several recent39

analysis have addressed the physical and biogeochemical impact of the increased40

freshwater fluxes (FWF) from Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) (Böning et al. 2016;41

Gillard et al. 2016; Marsh et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2016; Carmack et al. 2016).42

Most of these studies focus on the possible modification of Atlantic Meridional43

Overturning Circulation (AMOC), along with temperature and salinity changes,44

and how they can be related to the recent freshwater release.45

The AMOC indeed plays an important role in the Earth climate system (Buck-46

ley and Marshall 2016). Warm surface and thermocline waters are transported47

northward, compensated by a deep southward return flow of cold waters. The48

AMOC drives a significant part of the meridional heat transport and storage in49

the ocean and influences the carbon cycle (Kostov et al. 2014; Romanou et al.50

2017). A slow-down could induce a cooling of the North Atlantic Ocean, which51

would have a great impact on global climate (Stouffer et al. 2006; Swingedouw52

et al. 2009; Sgubin et al. 2017). The recent study of Caesar et al. (2018) uses53

a Sea Surface Temperature (SST) fingerprint to suggest a possible weakening of54

this circulation of 3 ± 1 Sverdrup (Sv) since the mid-1950s (1 Sv = 106 m3/s).55

Such a weakening over the last 150 years has also been suggested from sortable56

silt, a proxy record of deep current intensity, and may be unprecedented over the57

last 1,500 years (Thornalley et al. 2018). Rahmstorf et al. (2015) also presented58

some evidence of a weakening the AMOC after 1975 is an unprecedented event in59

the past millennium. However, the proxies used in these studies have considerable60

uncertainties and direct AMOC observations are only available for the last fifteen61

years. In other studies (e.g. Böning et al. 2016), the authors concluded that up62

to now, the weakening of the AMOC can not be detected. The lack of a warming63

trend in North Atlantic SST observations since the beginning of the twentieth64

century, denoted as a ”warming hole” (Marshall et al. 2015; Gervais et al. 2018),65

have been related to a weakening AMOC in many studies (Wunsch 2002; Drijfhout66

et al. 2012; McCarthy et al. 2015a; Robson et al. 2016; Friedman et al. 2017). A67

slowdown of the circulation could indeed lead to a decrease in heat transport in68

this region. Nevertheless, considerable variability in the North Atlantic SST may69

limit the robustness of these results.70

Along with these signs of a slowing AMOC, Friedman et al. (2017) suggest71

a long term (1896-2016) subpolar surface freshening in the North Atlantic and72

a low-latitude surface salinification trend. Over a more recent period (the last73
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twenty years), Dukhovskoy et al. (2016) performed passive tracer experiments with74

three models. This study showed the propagation of Greenland meltwater into the75

subarctic seas, which may have contributed to a negative salinity trend. However76

the authors argued that the observed salinity does not show such a freshening over77

this period and in this area. The authors suggested that saltier waters coming from78

the Atlantic may have counteracted the freshening signal. Some other models have79

also exhibited saltier northward advection of Atlantic waters over the last half80

century (Pardaens et al. 2008).81

To explain the possible signs of decreasing AMOC and salinity, Rahmstorf et al.82

(2015) hypothesized that the AMOC weakening over the twentieth century may83

be related to a freshening of North Atlantic waters coming from the increasing84

melting of GrIS. Paleo-climate studies indeed provided some evidence that during85

Last Interglacial, GrIS melting inhibited deep convection of the southern coast of86

Greenland, cooling the local climate and reducing the AMOC (Sánchez Goñi et al.87

2012). An extensive discussion of the role the GrIS melting in the possibly slowing88

AMOC and modification of the convection activity in the North Atlantic over the89

twentieth century is provided in the chapter 6 of the recently released IPCC Special90

Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate (”SROCC” report,91

Pörtner et al. 2019). Yang et al. (2016) linked the observed variations of Labrador92

Sea water thickness since 1980 to the recent freshening due to GrIS melting and93

also suggested a possible impact on the AMOC. Robson et al. (2016) discussed the94

role of long-term freshening and observed upper ocean cooling since 2005 in the95

density variations in the deep Labrador Sea. Jackson et al. (2016) used a global-96

ocean reanalysis product to suggest that the possible recent AMOC weakening97

may be mainly related to the large AMOC maximum in the 1990s, mainly forced98

by positive North Atlantic Oscillation conditions. Indeed, considerable variability99

in the North Atlantic prevents strong conclusions relying on observations only100

(McCarthy et al. 2015b). For instance, deep convection resumed in the Labrador101

Sea in 2014-2016 according to observations (Yashayaev and Loder 2016) while102

Greenland ice sheet melting have been accelerating (Bamber et al. 2018). Thus, the103

exact role of internal variability and GrIS melting concerning a potential AMOC104

weakening remains largely unknown.105

To improve knowledge and understanding of the possible links between the106

observed trends in the North Atlantic, one needs to perform coupled model sim-107

ulations with realistic GrIS melting. However climate models usually do not in-108

corporate an interactive ice sheet component and have therefore a crude parame-109

terization of the ice sheet melting. The observed melting data (either from runoff,110

basal melting or icebergs) from the GrIS is not yet included in the models, which is111

clear way towards improvement for climate modelling as discussed in the chapter112

6.7.1.2 of Collins et al. (2019). One possibility to circumvent this issue is to add113

externally the observed freshwater fluxes from ice sheet melting. Idealized studies114

were made spreading a very high amount (0.1 Sv) of freshwater around Greenland115

over different periods (Stouffer et al. 2006; Swingedouw et al. 2013; Swingedouw116

et al. 2015). A weakening of the AMOC was observed in response to the large117

release of freshwater, as expected, but the amount of freshwater input in these118

studies was not realistic. In the case study of Lenaerts et al. (2015), a realistic119

meltwater runoff is added into a coupled climate model (Community Earth Sys-120

tem Model or ”CESM”, version 1.1.2) with ocean medium-resolution (≃ 1◦), and121

one run was performed from 1850 to 2200 using two different emission scenarios122
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(RCP8.5 and RCP2.6). The authors concluded that the inclusion of a realistic123

runoff has a small impact on AMOC fate: a slightly enhanced weakening (-1.2 Sv124

at the end of the twenty-first century) is detected.125

Other studies have used realistic amount of freshwater with Ocean General126

Circulation Models (OGCMs). The link between GrIS melting, North Atlantic127

freshening and AMOC weakening was not clearly established by Böning et al.128

(2016) and Dukhovskoy et al. (2016) in their OGCM simulations starting in 1990.129

However these studies usually only consider the last decades of the twentieth cen-130

tury, and therefore do not take into account the large melting suspected in the131

1920s. Different reconstructions based on meteorological station records, ice cores,132

and regional climate model output (Box and Colgan 2013; Chylek et al. 2006; Box133

and Colgan 2013; Fettweis et al. 2017) indeed displayed a low surface mass balance134

of GrIS around the 1920s, which was presumably related to positive summer tem-135

perature anomalies. Furthermore, former studies using a realistic Greenland melt-136

water amount only included the contribution from GrIS and not the surrounding137

regions like Canadian Arctic Archipelago, Svalbard and Iceland. Including these138

regions and increasing the spatial resolution of their regional model led the authors139

from Bamber et al. (2012) to update their estimate of freshwater fluxes. The new140

estimations are presented in the study of Bamber et al. (2018), with a significantly141

larger freshwater release in the North Atlantic. The total cumulative anomaly for142

the period considered (1958-2016) is about twice as large as the value reported143

previously in Bamber et al. (2012). Dukhovskoy et al. (2019) included the updated144

dataset from Bamber et al. (2018) and their analysis revealed a strong freshening145

signal from 2010 onward. They performed a passive tracer experiment, using an146

OGCM, showing that Greenland melting was not sufficient to have caused such147

salinity decrease and possible contributions from Arctic freshwater export and local148

precipitation were suspected. Nevertheless, this study was limited to a very short149

period of time (1993-2004), neglecting the effects of long-term melting. Finally,150

realistic studies are generally performed using OGCM with atmospheric forcing151

and surface restoring (Böning et al. 2016; Gillard et al. 2016; Saenko et al. 2017),152

which may impact the effect of additional freshwater release. Coupled climate153

models have the advantage of avoiding surface restoring and enabling atmospheric154

feedback in response to the ice sheet melting. The disadvantage of climate models155

is that simulations are much more computationally expensive, so the use of lower156

oceanic resolution is generally required with these models, leaving out the resolu-157

tion of small-scale processes. Therefore, a compromise must be made in relation158

to all these constraints.159

To our knowledge, no ensemble of coupled climate model simulations over the160

last century with realistic melting, including meltwater runoff and solid ice dis-161

charge, have yet been performed. We propose to analyze the impact of an externally162

forced FreshWater Flux (FWF) from GrIS and surrounding glaciers and ice caps163

in an ensemble of ten members of a global 1◦ resolution coupled climate model164

with recently updated anomalies and overall trends covering the period 1920 to165

2014. We thereby wish to assess the potential impact of freshwater input from166

Greenland melting on surface salinity, temperature and circulation in the North167

Atlantic. This approach may also lead to a better understanding of the mecha-168

nisms involved in the supposed recent weakening of the AMOC. We compare the169

response to this FWF input in the model to the observed signals to try to assess170

the part that may be related to natural variability. This may help to evaluate the171
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hypothesis raised by Rahmstorf et al. (2015) and Yang et al. (2016) that a fresh-172

ening in the North Atlantic waters caused by an increase in meltwaters coming173

from GrIS could lead to a weaker AMOC. We wish to better attribute the im-174

pacts of FWF trends, although no proper detection-attribution in the statistical175

sense (Ribes et al. 2017) will be performed in this study, which focuses on the176

fingerprints and forced response.177

In the first section, we describe the reconstruction of freshwater fluxes as well178

as the modelling protocol. The second section compares the ten-member ensem-179

ble mean of experiments including additional freshwater input (denoted as the180

Melting ensemble) to the ensemble mean of ten historical members, with the same181

initial conditions (the Historical ensemble). Results in terms of temperature and182

salinity modifications over the historical period are presented, as well as changes183

in oceanic convection and circulation. In the third section, we evaluate the multi-184

decadal trends and anomalies in surface temperature and salinity and confront185

them against available observations. Variability of the trends within the members186

of the Melting and the Historical ensembles is presented. Finally, the link with a187

recent estimate of AMOC changes is discussed.188

1 Material and Methods189

In this study we are forcing a climate model with a reconstructed spatial and190

temporal dataset of meltwater fluxes coming from Greenland and surrounding191

regions over the past 170 years. This first section describes the reconstruction192

of these freshwater fluxes and the numerical experiments performed using this193

dataset.194

1.1 Construction of the dataset195

We are using the monthly values of FWF from the recent observation-based esti-196

mate of Bamber et al. (2018), in the vicinity of Greenland, which covers the pe-197

riod 1958-2016. The dataset has several components which differ in their nature:198

it combines high spatial and temporal resolution satellite observations of solid ice199

discharge and regional climate model output of surface tundra and ice runoff. The200

components are further described in the next subsection (section 1.1.1).201

In Bamber et al. (2018) dataset, the melting of the icebergs, denoted as the202

”solid ice discharge” component, is located along the coasts. As we wish to include203

the possible drift of the icebergs, we proceed to a spatial redistribution of this204

component far from the coast. This step of the reconstruction is described in205

section 1.1.2.206

Finally, we extend all the components of the FWF back to the year 1840 using207

the total ice sheet mass budget closure over the 1840-2010 period from Box and208

Colgan (2013) and a regression approach described in section 1.1.3.209

1.1.1 Description of the dataset of Bamber et al. (2018)210

Four out of the five components of the dataset from Bamber et al. (2018) are211

liquid runoff (monthly values). They are described as runoff from land ice (”ice212
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runoff”) on the one hand and snow melt on tundra on the other hand (”tundra213

runoff”). Both are given for two different regions: along the coast of Greenland214

and the coast of surrounding regions (Canadian Arctic Archipelago, Svalbard and215

Iceland). These runoff fluxes values were estimated from the outputs of a regional216

climate model (RACMO2.3p2) forced by atmospheric re-analysis (ERA-40 and217

ERA-Interim) for the period 1958-2016 (Noël et al. 2018). Errors are assumed to218

be systematic and evaluated at around 20% for ice runoff and 10% for tundra219

runoff.220

The fifth component of the dataset is the solid ice discharge for GrIS only: it221

corresponds to the flux of ice crossing the grounding line of marine-terminating222

glaciers around the ice sheet. It is based on satellite-observations of ice surface223

velocity and a compilation of ice thickness (Morlighem et al. 2017) obtained from224

ice penetrating radar measurements. The dataset therefore has four different runoff225

fluxes and one flux of solid ice discharge. The components will be denoted as follow:226

– Greenland ice runoff227

– Outside of Greenland ice runoff228

– Greenland tundra runoff229

– Outside of Greenland tundra runoff230

– Greenland solid ice discharge231

All of these monthly fluxes are provided in Bamber et al. (2018) on a 5 km232

resolution grid and were interpolated on the eORCA1.2 mesh grid (Deshayes et233

al., in prep), using a nearest neighbour algorithm. The cumulative resulting annual234

global fluxes are presented in supplementary Figure S1. The total FWF is about235

0.047 Sv (or 1456 km3.yr−1), in average over the period 1958-2016.236

1.1.2 Spatial redistribution of the solid ice discharge237

The solid ice discharge related to icebergs from Bamber et al. (2018) is located238

at the coast of GrIS in the dataset. Solid ice fluxes (icebergs) are not generally239

included in a physically realistic manner in climate and ocean General Circulation240

Models (GCMs) (cf. Radić and Hock (2014) for a review): they are incorporated241

as liquid inputs at their source, along the edge of the ice sheet. This approach242

may lead to physical inaccuracy in surface property fields and mixed layer depths243

as in reality icebergs can drift thousands of kilometers from their original source244

(Marsh et al. 2015). In this study, we modify the spatial distribution of the solid245

ice discharge of Bamber et al. (2018), using satellite-based location of the icebergs246

from the Altiberg project (Tournadre et al. 2015), to account for the iceberg drift.247

The Altiberg icebergs database project (Tournadre et al. 2015) provides a248

monthly spatial evolution of the icebergs around the North and the South Poles249

from 1993 to 2012. The data are available on the NEMO grid with eORCA025250

configuration and were interpolated for our model configuration.251

Let IcebA(i, j, t) denote the Altiberg spatial and temporal evolution of the solid252

ice fluxes on the 2D grid ((i, j) being the indices of the grid cells), and t the time253

variable.254

Let < IcebA(i, j, t) >t denote the 1993-2012 time averaged 2D map of the flux255

that depends only on (i, j). We normalize this quantity to obtain a 2D map of256

[0− 1] distribution coefficients.257
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We multiply these distribution coefficients with the spatially integrated tempo-
ral evolution of the solid ice discharge estimation of Bamber et al. (2018), denoted
as L(i, j, t).

Iceb(i, j, t) =
< IcebA(i, j, t) >t

∑

i,j < IcebA(i, j, t) >t

∑

i,j

L(i, j, t) (1)

The global monthly amount of L(t) =
∑

i,j L(i, j, t) from Bamber et al. (2018) is258

maintained with this redistribution method, but icebergs drift is also considered.259

This simple parameterization of the iceberg fluxes does not resolve correctly the260

drifting of the icebergs, which would necessitate the use of an iceberg model. Yet261

it constitutes a reasonable compromise, considering the available data. The basal262

melting is also not included here since only solid ice that crosses the grounded line263

is taken into account as iceberg fluxes. Also, the thermal impact of iceberg melting264

is neglected.265

The final spatial distributions of the fluxes (icebergs and runoffs) used for our266

study are shown in Figure 1, after the temporal extension step, which is described267

in the next section.268

Fig. 1: Time averaged (1920-2014) spatial distribution of icebergs (left) and runoff (right)
freshwater fluxes (in km3.yr−1)

1.1.3 Extension of the fluxes back to 1840269

The FWF from Bamber et al. (2018) are available from 1958 to 2016. To account270

for the large melting event of the 1920s (Chylek et al. 2006; Box and Colgan 2013;271

Fettweis et al. 2017), we extend them several decades in the past by performing272

a linear regression against the yearly estimation of Greenland ice runoff from Box273

and Colgan (2013), that goes back to 1840.274

The study of Box and Colgan (2013) aimed at reconstructing GrIS mass bal-275

ance subcomponents at the ice sheet scale. Marine ice loss, composed of iceberg276

calving and underwater melting (both liquid and solid fluxes), was related to the277

surface mass balance reconstruction in order to produce a total ice sheet mass278

budget closure over the 1840-2010 period. High correlation was obtained between279
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Greenland marine ice loss and meltwater runoff with a smoothing of 13 years (cf.280

Figure 4 in the study of Box and Colgan 2013). Their resulting annual recon-281

struction of Greenland Ice Runoff (spatially averaged) from 1840 to 2012 is here282

denoted as GIR (Box and Colgan 2013, their Figure 5, red line) and is showed in283

our Figure 2 (red line).284

The first step consists in performing a linear regression of all the components285

from Bamber et al. (2018) (cf. subsection 1.1.1) on GIR to obtain annual values286

from 1840 to 1957. In the second step, monthly values for the period 1840-1957 are287

calculated using the annual time series obtained from the first step, and a clima-288

tological seasonal cycle. In the third step, we spread these values over Greenland289

region using a fixed 2D spatial distribution.290

In Bamber et al. (2018), a smoothing of five years was applied to the solid ice291

discharge to account for the years with no observed discharge value: the authors292

fit a linear least squares regression over the ice runoff component of the previous293

four years. We choose to apply the same 5-year filter to every component of the294

dataset of Bamber et al. (2018) in order to use the same methodology for all the295

fluxes.296

We first perform a linear regression between GIR and the 5-year smoothed
spatially integrated Greenland Ice Runoff from Bamber et al. (2018), denoted
(GIRb) (blue line in Figure 2), over the period both data sets have in common:
1958-2012. We obtain the relation (in km3 per year):

GIRb = 2.02 GIR− 178 (2)

with a quite high correlation coefficient (r2 = 0.94, p − value ≪ 0.001) between297

the two time series. We can notice that (GIRb) is stronger than GIR by 27% which298

is 3.2 mSv or 101 km3.yr−1 on average over 1958-2012. This is probably because299

the model used by Bamber et al. (2018) has a higher resolution (1 km grid instead300

of 5 km) and it resolves much more of the ablation zone and smaller glaciers near301

the margin. Results obtained from Bamber et al. (2018) agree well with van den302

Broeke et al. (2016). The regression coefficients obtained are then used to extend303

Greenland ice runoff from Bamber et al. (2018) backwards over the 1840-1957304

period. The extension is plotted in Figure 2 (green line).305
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Fig. 2: Spatial annual sum of Greenland Ice Runoff (in Sv) for Raw (in blue, with a 5-year
running mean) and Extended (in green, with a 5-year running mean) freshwater fluxes from
Bamber et al. (2018) and Box and Colgan (2013) (in red, with a 13-year running mean).

The same method is applied to the other components of Bamber et al. (2018)306

data leading to a complete dataset of annual means for the period 1840 to 2016,307

which is shown in Figure 3. Correlation coefficients with GIR and associated p-308

values for all fluxes are available in table 1. Ice runoff (from Greenland and from309

outside of Greenland) and solid ice fluxes are well correlated with GIR. These high310

coefficient values give enough confidence to extend these three fluxes in the past311

using a linear regression on GIR. Concerning the two tundra runoff fluxes, the312

correlation coefficients with GIR are very small. These values could therefore have313

been kept constant for the extension period (1840-1957). We chose nevertheless to314

apply the same method as the one used for the other fluxes and discuss this choice315

below.316

Greenland tundra runoff fluxes from Bamber et al. (2018) averaged value over317

(1958-2016) is about 84.5 km3.yr−1 (or 2.7 mSv), which is close to the averaged318

value of the reconstructed Greenland tundra runoff over the period 1840-1957:319

83.9 km3.yr−1 (or 2.6 mSv). This flux is not very strong as compared to the total320

freshwater flux average over 1958-2016 (1456 km3.yr−1 or 46 mSv). It is almost321

constant over the period 1958-2016 (temporal standard deviation ≃ 4.8 km3.yr−1
322

or 0.15 mSv) and the flux obtained with the regression over the extended period323

(1840-1957) has a very small standard deviation also (≃ 1 km3.yr−1 or 0.03 mSv,324

c.f. green line in Figure 3). This is due to the fact that the correlation coefficients325

are small and the Greenland tundra fluxes over the period (1958-2016) do not326

present a large trend. We are therefore quite confident that using a constant value327

for this flux (the average of 1958-2016) would have led to similar results.328

Outside of Greenland, the tundra runoff flux from Bamber et al. (2018) over329

(1958-2016) has a mean value of about 473 km3.yr−1 (≃ 15 mSv), with a large330
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variability: its standard deviation is about 43.8 km3.yr−1 (≃ 1.4 mSv). Therefore,331

the choice of a constant flux for the extension period instead of the regression we332

used is not obvious. We believe that further analysis is needed in order to find333

the best method to extend this flux. With our approach, the average of the flux334

over the extension period (1840-1957) is about 530 km3.yr−1 (≃ 17 mSv) so using335

a constant values obtained by averaging the flux from Bamber et al. (2018) over336

the period (1958-2016) would have led to a mean difference over the (1840-1957)337

period of only 57 km3.yr−1 (≃ 1.8 mSv). Although this remains to be quantified,338

we believe that switching method should not have a large impact on our results.339

More generally, this low-frequency regression could be improved in future studies340

by the addition of random noise to take into account the uncertainties.341

Fluxes Correlation Coefficients p-values
Greenland solid ice discharge 0.93 ≪ 0.001
Greenland tundra runoff 0.3 0.35
Outside Greenland tundra runoff -0.09 0.80
Greenland ice sheet runoff 0.94 ≪ 0.001
Glaciers and ice caps runoff 0.85 ≪ 0.001

Table 1: Correlation coefficients with GIR of each flux from Bamber et al. (2018) over the
period (1958-2012). Degree of freedom = (n−2)/5, and n = 51 after applying a 5-year moving
mean.

After obtaining annual means, we perform a second step in order to calculate342

monthly values for each of the fluxes over the period 1840-1957. Monthly fluxes343

from Bamber et al. (2018) are averaged over the period 1958-1980 in order to344

construct a monthly climatology. The 1980-2016 period was excluded to avoid the345

large increase of the 1990s, probably related to the strong anomalies in summer346

temperature (Chylek et al. 2006; Fettweis et al. 2017). This climatology is then347

applied to the annual fluxes of the period 1840-1957 obtained in the first step.348

Monthly fluxes are calculated by weighting the climatology with the fluxes of a349

given year. The same method is used for every component except the solid ice350

discharge for which we chose to apply a climatology constructed with the data351

from the Altiberg project, over the period 1993-2012 (no available data before352

1993).353

Finally, a spatial redistribution of the monthly values for the period 1840-354

1957 is carried out. The 2D spatial distribution of the runoff components from355

the data set of Bamber et al. (2018), and the one calculated for the solid ice356

discharge in section 1.1.2, are averaged and normalized over the period 1958-1980.357

Monthly fluxes are multiplied to the constant 2D map of coefficients between 0358

and 1 obtained (this method is the same as described in section 1.1.2). The final359

reconstructed dataset have monthly values of fluxes over a 2D map from 1840 to360

1957.361

Obviously, using a constant spatial distribution introduces some error in this362

reconstruction, and the same remark applies for the use of a climatology based on363

the period 1958-1980. However, since there is no spatial distribution evolution of364

the fluxes available in Box and Colgan (2013) reconstruction, we consider that this365

is a reasonable compromise given what is available. Other climatology and spatial366

reconstruction methods may lead to different results, and a systematic study may367
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be needed to evaluate properly the different hypotheses chosen to perform the368

reconstruction. Nevertheless, we argue this might have a limited impact, notably369

given the coarse resolution of the ocean model used in this study.370

Fig. 3: Final dataset: initial and extended annual fluxes (in Sv) from Bamber et al. (2018),
using a linear regression over the 1958-2012 ice runoff from Box and Colgan (2013) (GIR).
Solid lines are 5-year running means, dashed lines are the mean annual values. The total flux
from all sources is shown by the solid black line plotted against the right-hand Y axis (in Sv).

1.2 Climate model simulations371

1.2.1 Description of the IPSL-CM6A-LR model372

The ocean-atmosphere coupled model used in this study is the IPSL-CM6A model373

(Boucher et al. 2020) in its low resolution (LR) version as developed for CMIP6.374

Lurton et al. (2020) describes the implementation of the CMIP6 climate forcings.375

The atmospheric model is LMDZ6 (Hourdin et al. 2020), which is the updated ver-376

sion of LMDZ5B (Hourdin et al. 2013), with a 144×142 regular grid (horizontal377

resolution around 2.5◦ in longitude and 1.5◦ in latitude) and 79 vertical layers. The378

oceanic model is NEMO (Madec 2008) with the configuration NEMOv3.6STABLE379

using the eORCA1.2 grid: global ocean with a tripolar grid; one South Pole, one380

North Pole above Siberia and one North Pole above northern America. The nom-381

inal resolution is 1◦ and decreases to 1/2◦ in the tropical region. There are 75382

vertical levels, with 1 m resolution near the surface, and 200 m in the abyss. It383

includes the LIM-3 sea ice model (Rousset et al. 2015) and the PISCES module384

(Aumont and Bopp 2006) for oceanic biogeochemistry.385

Runoff fluxes are computed by the atmospheric component. Iceberg calving in386

the North Atlantic is included with a very simple scheme to represent the ice sheet387
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water budget. Snow accumulates on land ice until the snowpack is capped to a388

value of 3000 kg/m2. Any excess is sent to a buffer reservoir before returning to389

the ocean through a temporal smoothing of 10 years, to avoid any spurious low-390

frequency variability in the freshwater input to the ocean (cf. Marti et al. (2010) for391

more details). The released flux is equally distributed over the ocean above 40◦N.392

Therefore, although the processing for solid ice discharge related to icebergs in our393

study (section 1.1.2) is a rough representation of iceberg calving, it improves the394

actual parametrization used in IPSL-CM6A-LR. Note that the Lagrangian iceberg395

module of the model NEMO (Marsh et al. 2015) is not activated in this version of396

IPSL climate model.397

1.2.2 Historical and Melting Ensembles398

We consider a set of 10 members from the large ensemble of 30 historical simu-399

lations of the IPSL-CM6A-LR climate model from 1920 to 2014 (referred to as400

the Historical ensemble). External forcing is prescribed from 1850 (Lurton et al.,401

in prep). Members are starting from different initial conditions, obtained from a402

preindustrial simulation, in order to sample internal variability.403

In a second set of 10 historical simulations, with the same starting dates as the404

one selected for the Historical ensemble, runoff and solid ice discharge fluxes com-405

puted by the atmospheric model are overwritten before transmission to the ocean406

component, with the values presented in Figure 3. This second set will be reffered407

to as the Melting ensemble. A Student’s t-test, presented in the next subsection,408

is used to investigate the statistical significance of the difference between the two409

ensemble means (Melting and Historical).410

To clarify the description of the results in section 2, we define the ensemble411

mean of the Historical ensemble as the forced signal from external radiative forcing,412

while the difference between the Historical and Melting ensemble means is the413

forced signal from GrIS melting. The spread represents the amplitude of the internal414

variability, and can be compared to the forced signals to obtain a signal to noise415

ratio (cf. section 3).416

1.3 Descrition of the Student’s t-test used to compare Melting and Historical417

ensemble means418

In order to test the difference between the two ensemble means relatively to the419

spread among their members, we perform the following Student’s t-test. All mem-420

bers are first averaged over the period 1920-2014, so there is no time-dimension421

for this test. The number of members in each ensemble is 10 (n = 10). We use the422

equations for independent samples with similar variances. X denotes the physical423

variable tested.424
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Xi
M : X from the member i of the Melting ensemble

XM =
1

n

n∑

i=1

Xi
M V ar(XM ) =

1

n− 1

n∑

i=1

(Xi
M −XM )2

Xi
H : X from the member i of the Historical ensemble

XH =
1

n

n∑

i=1

Xi
H V ar(XH) =

1

n− 1

n∑

i=1

(Xi
H −XH)2

t =
XM −XH

√
V ar(XM )

n + V ar(XH)
n

degree of freedom = 2(n− 1)

1.3.1 Runoffs processing425

Ice and tundra runoff values from Greenland and surrounding regions presented in426

Figure 3 are summed to obtain a total runoff time series. In the Melting ensemble,427

these runoff values are used to overwrite the monthly runoff values computed by428

the atmospheric component of the model in the area in blue in the top of the429

Figure 4 (denoted as forcing zone). Figure 4 (bottom) compares the runoff in the430

Melting ensemble (blue) and the Historical ensemble (black), cumulated over the431

region where they are overwritten. They are of the same order of magnitude. We432

are therefore more correcting a trend than a mean bias. The melting rate is indeed433

higher in our reconstructed observation-based dataset than it is in the model in the434

1920s-1930s and from the 1990s. This may be related to the ice dynamics which is435

not accounted for in the model parametrization where a simple thermodynamical436

budget is used (cf. Swingedouw et al. 2007).437
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Fig. 4: Top panel shows the area around Greenland (denoted as ”forcing zone”, in blue) where
runoff are replaced in the model. Bottom panel shows the mean annual runoff values (in Sv)
in the two ensembles cumulated in the forcing zone: prescribed fluxes in the Melting ensemble
(blue line) and computed fluxes in the Historical ensemble (black line).

The total amount of runoff is larger in the Melting ensemble where it is pre-438

scribed, than in the Historical ensemble, where it is diagnosed from the model.439

The average difference in runoff over the whole period is about 4.16 mSv or440

131.2 km3.yr−1. Maximum values are reached during the periods 1926-1931 (9.1 mSv)441

and 2006-2013 (8.7 mSv). The historical mean of output runoff is about 30.3 mSv442

so the Melting experiments lead to an increase of 13.7% of the runoff in the Green-443

land region. We choose not to compensate this supplementary water elsewhere and444

have more freshwater fluxes going into the ocean in this area in the Melting runs445

than in the Historical ones. By doing so we better represent the ice sheet freshwa-446

ter release in the ocean system, which is not compensated elsewhere in the reality.447

Thus, our experimental design can be viewed both as an improvement of the melt-448

ing from Greenland in the model as well as a correction towards the observed449

trends. The latter are indeed underestimated in the model, due to a very crude450

parameterization of ice sheet dynamics.451

1.3.2 Solid ice discharge processing452

Regarding the iceberg melting flux, it is included as a liquid freshwater flux and453

spread homogeneously above 40◦N in the model IPSL-CM6-LR (for the northern454

hemisphere only) as there is no active iceberg model for this region yet (cf. de-455

scription of the model, section 1.2.1). To overwrite this crude parametrization in456

the Melting ensemble, the methodology described below is applied.457
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This methodology was chosen for the sake of technical feasibility. As we do not458

know the amount of solid ice discharge outside of Greenland, we prescribe the same459

amount of global solid ice discharge above 40◦N in the Melting ensemble as the one460

diagnosed in the Historical runs. The improvement in our Melting ensemble is that461

solid ice discharge is more concentrated around GrIS, in the solid ice forcing zone462

shown in Figure 1 (left), instead of being equally distributed on the whole oceanic463

area north of 40◦N. Also, solid ice discharge values around Greenland (Figure 3,464

purple line) are more realistic. To overwrite local values in the forcing zone, while465

maintaining the global values close to the historical ones, the steps described below466

are performed:467

1. Above 40◦N and outside the forcing zone, we impose a constant value obtained468

by averaging the iceberg discharge value from a historical run over the reference469

period 1900-1920.470

2. In the forcing zone, the iceberg melting fluxes are replaced directly with the re-471

constructed solid ice component (included as liquid flux) from Figure 3 (purple472

line), using the spatial redistribution calculated with Altiberg data.473

3. Finally, the difference in the forcing zone with control values from step 1 is474

compensated by subtracting freshwater flux in the rest of 40◦N to maintain a475

coherent global value (cf. supplementary Figure S2).476

There is indeed no global bias correction, but we perform a trend and a bias477

correction in the forcing zone around Greenland. These values of iceberg discharge478

are added to the runoff values of the ocean-ice model NEMO-LIM in the Melting479

runs.480

To summarize the experimental method, in the Melting experiments, we release481

about 12,466 km3 (cumulated value over the period 1920-2014) more FWF than482

in the Historical ensemble over 95 years (or 4.2 mSv additionnal freshwater input483

on average over this period) and we correct the spatial distribution of the solid484

ice discharge. Such an accumulation of FWF over almost a century may have an485

impact on the ocean. We evaluate in section 2 the impact on ocean and climate486

by comparing the Melting ensemble and the Historical ensemble model outputs.487

1.4 Passive tracer experiments488

The spreading of the realistic ice runoff from Greenland is traced in the simula-
tions using a passive tracer. It is released at each time step and each grid cell at
the locations of Greenland freshwater sources. Its initial concentration is propor-
tional to the imposed amount of ice runoff component from Greenland only (red
line in Figure 3), so grid cells with maximum runoff values are set to 1. As it is
implemented in the model as a passive conservative tracer, it does not affect ocean
circulation and its propagation is governed only by physical processes of advection
and diffusion. It is transported into the North Atlantic by IPSL-CM6A-LR physi-
cal fields, that uses a classical advection-diffusion equation (Madec 2008; Arsouze
et al. 2009; Ayache et al. 2016):

∂T

∂t
= −∇ · (T U) + S(T ) +DT (3)

Where S(T ) represents the sources minus sinks, ∇· (T U) is the three-dimensional489

advection and DT is the lateral and vertical diffusion of the passive tracer. We run490
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off-line simulations over the period 1950-2014 using the monthly velocity fields491

(U,V,W) and the diffusion coefficient (kept constant) from five members of the492

Melting simulations (cf. section 1.2), following the protocol of (Boucher et al.493

2020).494

1.5 The observed salinity and temperature data495

We use different datasets derived from direct observations to evaluate the simu-496

lated trends of surface salinity and temperature from our experiments in the last497

section of this study (section 3). All the datasets have been interpolated on the498

eORCA1.2 grid (Deshayes et al., in prep) of our ocean model.499

Regarding salinity, the first dataset is the one presented in the work of Friedman500

et al. (2017). They proposed a gridded North Atlantic Sea Surface Salinity (SSS)501

compilation from 1896 to 2013, recently updated up to 2016, which reveals a long-502

term subpolar freshening and low-latitude salinification trends. The SSS time series503

are binned in 32 boxes that are separated in two regions: one with boxes from 45◦504

to 62◦N and the second from 20◦S to 40◦N. The second salinity dataset is the505

EN4 dataset, from Good et al. (2013). Data are available monthly from 1900 to506

the present.507

Regarding temperature, we use the version 4 of the Extended Reconstructed508

Sea Surface Temperature dataset (ERSST), from Huang et al. (2016), which is509

a global monthly sea surface temperature dataset derived from the International510

Comprehensive OceanAtmosphere Dataset (ICOADS). This monthly analysis be-511

gins in January 1854 up to the present. The other SST dataset in this study is512

from the Hadley Centre Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST),513

from Rayner et al. (2003). It is a combination of monthly globally complete fields514

of SST and sea ice concentration for the period 1871-present. HadISST uses re-515

duced space optimal interpolation applied to SSTs from the Marine Data Bank516

(mainly ship tracks) and ICOADS through 1981 and a blend of in situ and adjusted517

satellite-derived SSTs for 1982-onwards.518
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2 Impact of the melting input in the IPSL-CM6A-LR simulations519

2.1 Surface salinity and temperature response520

Fig. 5: Ensemble mean of the evolution of passive tracer concentration (normalized units) at
the surface from 5-member off-line simulations of passive tracer starting in 1950.

Passive tracer calculations have been performed to illustrate the circulation of521

the liquid runoff fluxes from GrIS melting over the recent decades (cf. section522

1.4). We decide to only focus here on runoff because it is very concentrated in523

space, while the iceberg term is more diluted. Freshwater fluxes concentrations are524

plotted as a function of time in Figure 5. Initial concentrations are set between 0525

and 1, so values larger than 1 show a convergence of the fluxes. We can observe526

a rapid spreading of the freshwater tracer into the Labrador Sea, with a later527

accumulation along the eastern coast of Europe. Small parts of the Labrador Sea528

and the Irminger Sea seem to be bypassed by the freshwater. The signal may also529

have disappeared in these areas because of vertical mixing in these convection530

zones. We notice that even after 65 years, there is a very weak propagation of the531

freshwater tracer at the surface in the Nordic or the Subtropical seas, while most532

of the surface signal remains in the subpolar gyre and around Greenland.533

To isolate the signature of the observed melting of GrIS, we present in Figure 6534

the anomalous annual SSS and SST diagnosed from the difference between the535

Melting and Historical ensemble means, over the period 1920-2014. To obtain the536

areas of significant difference between the ensemble means, we perform a Student’s537
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t-test (detailed in subsection 1.3), after averaging the members over the time period538

of the experiment (1920-2014). The same test is used to find regions of significant539

difference for all the other physical variables considered in this section. Patterns540

and values obtained by evaluating the differences between the two ensemble means541

over the last 30 years are quite close to the ones obtained for the whole period of542

the experiment (not shown). However, statistically significant regions are smaller,543

which could be due to the fact that the period considered is shorter.544

The additional freshwater released in the Melting ensemble creates a large545

(> 1 psu) and significant (90%) surface freshening in the Baffin Bay that extends546

south of the subpolar gyre towards the subtropical gyre (Figure 6, top) with far547

lower amplitude (< 0.2 psu). This freshening might also have been amplified by548

an atmospheric feedback: indeed, Figure 6 (bottom) reveals a cooling of sea sur-549

face and this would lead to less evaporation and thus an additionnal freshening of550

the surface. The spatial spread of the Melting signal is wider than in the tracer551

experiments, possibly because simulations are longer in the Melting ensemble so552

the freshening signal has had more time to be distributed. Also all components553

of the melting are included: liquid and solid, Greenland and surrounding regions.554

In the Arctic Ocean, we notice a strong positive SSS anomaly (> 0.3 psu). Such555

a signal is difficult to detect in Arctic SSS observations, because there are no556

SSS data available for a long enough period, but it has been found in previous557

idealized hosing experiments using six different models where freshwater was re-558

leased homogeneously around Greenland (Swingedouw et al. 2013). This highlights559

the robustness of this signal in response to hosing from GrIS melting. This SSS560

anomaly can be the result of a modification of the North Atlantic circulation:561

an enhanced Atlantic inflow in subsurface at Fram Strait and in the Barents Sea562

would lead to an increase of saltier Atlantic water entering the Arctic Ocean, and563

might be related to the decrease of convection in the subpolar and Nordic Seas564

(Swingedouw et al. 2013). Although there is no corresponding warming signal in565

the Arctic surface temperature (see Figure 6, bottom), we found that net heat flux566

from the ocean to the atmosphere is enhanced by 6% above 75◦N over the period567

(not shown). It is thus possible that the SST signal from the Atlantic inflow water568

emerging in the Arctic water may have been cooled by the atmosphere, obscuring569

the temperature signal.570

Comparing SST for both ensembles reveals a cooling signal in the subpolar571

gyre, in the Nordic and Barents Seas and also along the Canary Current in the572

Melting experiments (Figure 6, bottom). We also notice a very small warmer area573

east of the Gulf Stream region which could be consistent with a slowed AMOC.574

Overall, the cooling anomaly amounts to less than -0.5◦C over the subpolar gyre,575

where it is the most widespread, and leaks towards the subtropical gyre with lower576

values (> -0.15◦C), where it becomes significant at the 90% level.577

In the atmosphere, there is a wide cooling signal (down to -0.7◦C) for the578

2-meter temperature north of 55◦N in the Melting ensemble as compared to the579

Historical one (Figure 7). This is consistent with the SST pattern shown in Figure 6580

(bottom), except that regions with significant difference (90%) are quite small here.581

Such a cooling was found in other idealized hosing studies (Swingedouw et al. 2013;582

Stouffer et al. 2006) and was related to a slowdown of the AMOC. Reduction of583

northward heat transport and vertical heat transport (due to reduced vertical584

mixing) may indeed lead to a robust cooling of the North Atlantic oceanic and585
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atmospheric temperature (Jackson et al. 2015; Laurian et al. 2009). However global586

warming could counteract this effect in the long-term (Drijfhout 2015).587

Melting - Historical ensemble mean 1920-2014 SSS

Melting - Historical ensemble mean 1920-2014 SST

Fig. 6: Shadings are the differences (left figures) and the significant (90%) differences (right
figures) between the Historical and Melting ensemble means for annual SSS (top figures, in
psu) and SST (bottom figures, in ◦C) averaged over the period 1920-2014. Contour lines are
the mean state of the Historical ensemble mean over 1920-2014.
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Melting - Historical ensemble mean 1920-2014 T2M

Fig. 7: Colors are the differences (left figure) and the significant (90%) differences (right figure)
between Historical and Melting ensemble means atmospheric 2-m temperature (in ◦C) averaged
over the period 1920-2014. Contour lines are the mean state of the Historical ensemble mean
over 1920-2014.

To evaluate how the GrIS melting signals propagate below the surface, we588

compare in Figure 8 the two ensemble means averaged over 1920-2014 for the589

Atlantic zonal mean salinity and potential temperature down to 5500 meters.590

The surface cooling and freshening signal observed in Figure 6 spreads down to591

3000 meters between 55◦N and 70◦N, with anomalies around -0.02 psu for zonal592

mean salinity and -0.1◦C for zonal mean temperature. The maximum cooling (-593

0.2◦C) is significant (90%) and detected at 1000 meters depth between 60 and594

73◦N. A significant (90%) freshening is found in the same region, so this can be595

caused by a modification of the circulation in the Nordic Seas. The maximum596

freshening (-0.1 psu), probably directly caused by the input of freshwater, lays at597

the surface at the same latitudes. There is also a non-significant warm and salty598

signal (about 0.02◦C and 0.01 psu) at 45◦N and at 250 meters depth extending599

southwards and down to 2000 meters. This may be interpreted as a shift of the600

Gulf Stream position, which could be consistent with a weakened AMOC (Zhang601

2008). The impact of the melting on oceanic deep convection and circulation is602

investigated in the next subsection.603
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Melting - Historical ensemble mean 1920-2014 zonal salinity

Melting - Historical ensemble mean 1920-2014 potential temperature

Fig. 8: Shading shows differences (left figures) and significant (90%) differences (right figures)
between Historical and Melting ensemble means for zonal mean over the Atlantic of salinity
(top, in psu) potential temperature (bottom, in ◦C) averaged over the period 1920-2014.
Contour lines are the mean state of the Historical ensemble mean over 1920-2014.

2.2 Impact on convection and large-scale circulation604

Figure 9 describes the difference between the ensemble means in January-February-605

March (JFM) mixed layer depth (MLD) averaged over the whole period of the606

experiments. We notice that, on the one hand, the convection site in the Irminger607

Sea is more active in the Melting ensemble than in the Historical one, with a608

positive difference of JFM MLD by up to 20 meters on average. On the other hand,609

including the observed GrIS melting leads to a reduction of convective activity in610

the Labrador and Nordic Seas, with mean differences exceeding 50 meters in a few611

locations of these seas. In the Historical ensemble convection preferentially occurs612

in the Labrador and Nordic Seas with MLD exceeding 1000 meters on average the613

period (not shown).614

Convective activity can decrease with surface freshening, as it was observed615

in the 1970s during the Great Salinity Anomaly for the Labrador Sea (Gelderloos616

et al. 2012). The primary signature of reduced convection in climate models is617

reduced surface density: a lower surface density stabilizes the water column and618

diminishes the number and intensity of convective events in winter. Given the619

cooling and freshening signals obtained in Figure 6, it is worth investigating the620
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resulting density anomaly at the surface of the ocean. Figure 10 reveals that in the621

Nordic and the Labrador Sea, the decrease in SSS is not entirely compensated in622

density by the SST: surface waters in the Melting ensemble are lighter by about623

0.1 kg/m3. This can thus explain the deep convection reduction. Surface density624

in the Baffin Bay is reduced by up to 1 kg/m3 because of the large freshwater625

accumulation in this area.626

A lower October-November (ON) MLD is found west of Greenland (Figure 11,627

left) which together with the surface freshening favors sea ice formation by reducing628

the heat capacity of the upper ocean (Selyuzhenok et al. 2020). A positive and629

significant sea ice cover difference between the two ensemble means is indeed found630

in this region and up to the Barents Sea with values between 2 and 5% on average631

over the period 1920-2014 (Figure 11, right). This modification in sea ice formation632

could in turn trigger convection in the Irminger Sea (Figure 9), consistent with633

the increase of density in this region (Figure 10). Indeed, more sea ice leads to a634

cooling of the water along the ice edge which helps to increase density in the upper635

layer together with the salt rejection of newly formed ice. Also, the Irminger Sea is636

less affected by the freshwater release trajectories according to our passive tracer637

experiments (Figure 5 and 6).638

Melting - Historical ensemble mean 1920-2014 JFM MLD

Fig. 9: Shading shows the differences (top figure) and the significant (90%) differences (bottom
figure) between Historical and Melting ensemble means for January-February-March mixed-
layer depth (in m) averaged over the period 1920-2014. Contour lines are the mean state of
the Historical ensemble mean over 1920-2014.
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Melting - Historical ensemble mean 1920-2014 surface density

Fig. 10: Shading shows the differences (top figure) and the significant (90%) differences (bottom
figure) between Historical and Melting ensemble means for surface density (in kg/m3) averaged
over the period 1920-2014. Contour lines are the mean state of the Historical ensemble mean
over 1920-2014.
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Fig. 11: Significant differences (90%) between Historical and Melting ensemble means in
October-November sea ice cover (left, in %) and MLD (right, in m) averaged over the period
1920-2014. Contour lines are the mean state of the Historical ensemble mean over 1920-2014.

The impact of the decrease in convective activity in the Labrador and Nordic639

Seas can be found on the North Atlantic large-scale circulation: comparing the640

Atlantic meridional overturning stream-function of the ensemble means over the641

experimental period shows a general decrease of up to 0.4 Sv around 40◦N latitude642

(Figure 12). The slowdown lies between 0.3 and 0.4 Sv in the first 2000 meters643

from 30◦S to 50◦N. We looked at several periods, including the 1980-2014 period,644

and the difference between the two ensembles was not higher than the difference645

over the whole experiments period (1920-2014).646
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Melting - Historical ensemble mean 1920-2014 AMOC

Fig. 12: Colors are the differences (top figure) and the significant (90%) differences (bottom
figure) between Historical and Melting ensemble means of the Atlantic meridional overturning
stream-function (in Sv) averaged over the period 1920-2014. Contour lines are the mean state
of the Historical ensemble mean over 1920-2014.

We evaluate the difference between the two ensemble means, which measures647

the forced signal from the freshwater release (cf. section 1.2.2), of the maximum648

AMOC at 26◦N to be about 0.32±0.35 Sv on average over the 1920-2014 period. It649

is weaker further north (0.26±0.37 Sv for the maximum AMOC at 48◦N) and it is650

0.33±0.4 Sv for the maximum AMOC between 30◦S and 60◦N, on average over the651
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1920-2014 period. To compute the uncertainty intervals, the standard deviation of652

the differences in AMOC maximum at 26◦N, 48◦N, and between 30◦S and 60◦N653

between the two ensembles are calculated after averaging the members over the654

time of the experiment (1920-2014).655

The time series of the three AMOC indices for both ensembles are shown in656

Figure S3. The standard deviations of the indices are calculated for each ensemble657

after averaging the members over 1920-2014, in order to obtain an estimation of658

the internal variability. We obtain comparable values for the two ensembles: for659

the maximum AMOC, on average over the whole period, the standard deviation660

of the Melting ensemble is 0.29 Sv, while it is 0.42 Sv for the Historical ensemble.661

A larger Melting ensemble could thus help to correctly estimate the forced signal662

from the freshwater release which is here, for this century-long average, of the663

same order of magnitude as the internal variability.664

Figure 13 shows the Kernel-based estimations of the distribution of the time-665

averaged members for the maximum AMOC at 26◦N. The maximum of the distri-666

butions is the maximum likelihood i.e. the value that is most likely obtained with667

larger ensembles, keeping in mind that these statistics were only obtained with668

ten members, so the uncertainty remains quite large. For the maximum AMOC at669

26◦N, the maximum of the distribution is lower by 0.55 Sv in the Melting ensemble670

as compared to the Historical one (0.41 Sv at 48◦N and 0.49 between 30◦S and671

60◦N). The AMOC weakening is therefore coherent over the whole basin and may672

become a little higher with a larger ensemble. The dispersion between the mem-673

bers within the ensembles is further investigated in section 3, where we evaluate674

the century-long linear trends of the ensemble means and individual members for675

both SSS and SST and compare them to available observations.676
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Fig. 13: Histograms of the Maximum at 26◦N of the AMOC for the members of the Melting
(blue) and Historical (grey) ensembles, averaged over 1920-2014. Solid-lines are the kernel-
based estimations of the probability density functions.

3 Comparison of long-term trends and variations with observations677

Surface temperature and salinity multi-decadal trends and anomalies are compared678

to available observations in order to asses the long-term impact of adding a realistic679

Greenland and surroundings melting in the IPSL-CM6A-LR model. Analysis of the680

individual members of the Melting and Historical ensembles is provided.681
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3.1 Salinity trends and variations682

The recent study of Friedman et al. (2017) reveals a significant negative trend in683

SSS in the SPG over the period 1896-2013. This trend might be related to climate684

change, as it is suggested for the increase of SSS in the tropical area (Du et al.685

2015). This could be a signal of an intensified hydrological cycle. We compare686

the reconstructed SSS linear trends from Friedman et al. (2017) and EN4 (Good687

et al. 2013), presented in section 1.5, to linear trends of annual mean SSS of the688

Historical and Melting ensembles in the subpolar gyre region (Figure 14). The689

chosen area in Figure 14 (top) is a part of the NATL region described in Friedman690

et al. (2017) and in section 1.5. Data above 65◦N were excluded in order to focus691

on the SPG region but results are not sensitive to the details of the region (not692

shown). In order to compare our model outputs to this observed trend, we apply693

the protocol of the study of Friedman et al. (2017) to evaluate annual means:694

December to November SSS are averaged and a 1-2-1 temporal filter is applied.695

The anomalies are calculated with respect to the 1920-2014 period.696

The trends have opposite signs in the two observational dataset (Figure 14)697

and are significantly different at the 95% level. The Melting and Historical trends698

also have different signs and are significantly different at the 90% level. Over the699

whole period, the Historical ensemble mean trend is significantly higher than the700

Friedman et al. (2017) observation-based estimate and closer to EN4 data. The701

SSS trend of the Melting ensemble mean is closer to the estimate from Friedman702

et al. (2017) than to EN4 data. It seems that the inclusion of the melting may703

have lead this ensemble towards the observation-based estimate from Friedman704

et al. (2017).705

In the study of Reverdin et al. (2018), the authors argued that the observation-706

based estimates from Friedman et al. (2017) in the subpolar gyre might be more707

reliable than EN4 data for the early twentieth century. It indeed uses a larger708

observational database, especially before the 1950s, because of the inclusion of709

some in situ data from research vessels and merchant ships that are not taken710

into account in EN4. Under the assumption that Friedman et al. (2017) better711

represents the long-term trends, due to additional data, we can suggest that the712

Melting ensemble mean trend is closer to the observational data trend than the713

Historical ensemble mean one.714
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Fig. 14: SSS anomalies (in psu), with respect to 1920-2014, and linear trends in the subpolar
region (blue region in top panel) for the Historical (black) and Melting (blue) ensemble means.
Red lines are the SSS observations: anomalies, with respect to 1920-2014, and trends from
Friedman et al. (2017) (continuous line) and EN4 from Good et al. (2013) (dashed line).

To evaluate the spread among the trends of both ensembles, we present the715

slopes of the 95-year linear trends of every member in the histogram of Figure 15.716

We compare these slopes to the one of the observation trend from Friedman et al.717

(2017).718

We notice that six out of ten Melting members have a trend which is closer to719

the observed trend of Friedman et al. (2017) than their Historical twins (members720

with the same starting dates). Five members from the Melting ensemble are able721

to display a negative trend while only three members from the Historical ensemble722

do. The last two bars represent the mean and variance of the slopes obtained for723

the individual members, showing that the variance is twice as large in the Melting724

ensemble as in the Historical one. This raises the question for the need for a larger725

ensemble to correctly evaluate the improvement of the long-term trend. This also726

highlights the considerable spread due to internal variability, which is clearly more727
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important than the forced signal due to GrIS melting. The latter is estimated by728

evaluating the difference between the Historical and the Melting ensemble means729

(first black and blue bars in Figure 15). The ratio of the forced signal from GrIS730

melting and the standard deviation in the Historical simulations gives a small731

signal to noise ratio of 0.15 for the SSS trends, highlighting the potential very732

large role of internal variability in this model to explain the observed trends.733
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Fig. 15: SSS trends for the ten members of the Historical ensemble (black), the Melting exper-
iments (blue) and the observations from Friedman et al. (2017) (red) in the subpolar region
(Figure 14, top). The second column represents the trends of the ensemble means, while the
last one shows the ensemble means of the trends of the different members, with the associated
error bar (two standard deviations).

We now consider the interannual variations of SSS anomalies in the subpolar734

region. For this purpose we use the Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) metric which735

allows to evaluate the whole error with respect to observations and not only the736

long-term linear trend. This metric provides information for both bias in variance737

and correlation (cf. supplementary subsection 6.4 and detailed formula in Taylor738

2001). As we look at RMSE of anomalies, the mean bias is not accounted for.739

RMSE of detrended SSS anomalies with respect to observations from Friedman740

et al. (2017) are evaluated for the ten members of the Melting and Historical741

ensembles and results are presented in Figure 16. Even if the Melting ensemble742

mean displays a slightly smaller RMSE than the Historical one, only four out of743

ten of the Melting members are closer to the observations than their Historical744

twins. Also, the ensemble mean RMSE are not significantly different.745

These results show that the inclusion of the melting only slightly improves the746

SSS variations as compared to the available observations in this region over the747

whole period 1920-2014. We can conclude that, with our model, either a larger748

ensemble or a longer period are needed to draw strong conclusions on the impact749
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of Greenland melting on the surface salinity long-term trend and variability in the750

subpolar gyre region. A reduction of uncertainties in the observational data is also751

necessary. Our two ensembles are hard to distinguish and this first study does not752

supply evidence that GrIS melting have a strong impact on SSS variations in this753

region.754
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Fig. 16: RMSE of the detrended SSS with respect to observations from Friedman et al. (2017) in
the subpolar region (Figure 14, top) for the ten members of the Historical (black) and Melting
(blue) ensembles. The first column represents the RMSE of the ensemble means, while the last
one shows ensemble means of the RMSE of the different members, with the associated errors
bars (two standard deviations)

3.2 Temperature trends and variations755

Simulated sea surface temperature are compared with observations in the subpolar756

region over the same period (1920-2014) (Figure 17, top). SST anomalies (with757

respect to 1920-2014) and trends from both ensembles, ERSST data from Huang758

et al. (2016) and HadISST data from Rayner et al. (2003) (presented in section 1.5)759

are showed in Figure 17 (bottom). We notice that both ensemble means exhibit a760

positive trend, while observation-based estimates from ERSST and HadISST show761

a slightly negative or slightly positive trend respectively, both of which being762

not significantly different from zero. In our model, the inclusion of the melting763

is bringing the signal closer to the observations in this region, even though the764

difference between the trends is very small and not significant at the 95% level but765

only at the 90% level.766
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Fig. 17: SST anomalies (in ◦C), with respect to 1920-2014, and trends in the subpolar gyre
region (blue region in the top panel) for the Historical (black) and Melting (blue) ensemble
means. Red lines are the SST observations: anomalies, with respect to 1920-2014, and trends
from ERSST from Huang et al. (2016) (continuous lines) and HADISST from Rayner et al.
(2003) (dashed lines).

The SST trends computed for the individual members of both ensembles are767

compared to the observed one from ERSST in the histogram of Figure 18. Results768

using HadISST are not different since both observational data are very close.769

Six out of ten Melting members display a SST trend closer to the observations770

than their Historical twins. Three members do show a negative trend, one from771

the Historical ensemble and two from the Melting one. This means that forcing772

from GrIS melting is helping to get closer to the observations but the internal773

variability in the model is sufficient to be able to reproduce the observed SST trend.774

Indeed, the signal to noise ratio, here evaluated as the ratio of forced GrIS melting775

response (difference of the ensemble means) and the mean standard deviation776

of the historical simulations, is here estimated to be 0.1, which shows that the777

contribution of GrIS melting to the observed trend remains small.778
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Fig. 18: SST trends for the ten members of the Historical ensemble (black), the Melting ex-
periments (blue) and the observations from ERSST (Huang et al. 2016) (red) in the subpolar
region (Figure 17, top). The second column represents the trends of the ensemble means,
while the last one shows the ensemble means of the trends of the different members, with the
associated errors bars (two standard deviations).

The RMSE of detrended SST with respect to observations is evaluated for the779

individual members of the Historical and Melting ensembles (Figure 19) over the780

whole period 1920-2014. For the subpolar region, seven out of ten Melting mem-781

bers display a lower SST RMSE than their Historical twins. The ensemble means782

RMSE are different with only a 70% level of confidence, which shows again that783

if the inclusion of the GrIS melting seems to improve the error made with the784

observations in this region, the results are not very robust and a larger ensemble785

could help to build stronger conclusions. We conclude that there are some signs786

showing that the inclusion of a realistic melting brings this model closer to the787

observed SST in the subpolar region, in terms of long-term trend and variabil-788

ity, even though the signal-to-noise ratio and levels of confidence remain low and789

internal variability is more likely to explain the observed trends.790
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Fig. 19: RMSE of detrended SST with respect to ERSST (Huang et al. 2016) in the subpolar
gyre region (Figure 17, top) of the ten members of the Historical (black) and the Melting
(blue) ensembles. The first column represents the RMSE of the ensemble mean, while the last
one is ensemble mean of the RMSE of the different members, with the associated error bar
(two standard deviations).

4 Discussion and conclusion791

In this study, we have reconstructed a complete set of freshwater fluxes around792

the GrIS into the ocean, based on Bamber et al. (2018) and Box and Colgan793

(2013) estimates. It includes monthly values of runoff and icebergs, from Green-794

land and surrounding regions, over the period 1840-2016 on a 1◦ resolution grid795

for the ocean. We have forced a global coupled climate model with this realistic796

input of freshwater due to the melting of GrIS for the period 1920-2014. We have797

compared a ten-member ensemble of historical simulations including this realistic798

input of freshwater due to the melting, against the ten-member ensemble of histor-799

ical simulations starting from the same initial conditions but without this realistic800

melting.801

Comparison of the ensemble means enables to identify in our model the oceanic802

and climatic consequences of the increasing trend in GrIS melting observed since803

1920. We have found a cooling of the subpolar gyre that spreads toward the supb-804

tropical gyre. This fingerprint can also be found in SSS with the same sign. In805

addition, the Arctic exhibits a strong surface salinification, consistent with other806

idealized hosing experiments (Swingedouw et al. 2013). In response to the melt-807

ing, the oceanic convection furthermore decreases in the Labrador and Nordic Seas,808

while it increases in the Irminger Sea. Along with the modifications in convection,809

we detect a possible reduction of the AMOC at 26◦N of 0.32±0.35 Sv, from 1920810

to 2014, as compared to historical simulations.811

A recent study (Caesar et al. 2018) estimated that the AMOC may have slowed812

down by 3±1 Sv in the recent decades. This value should not be taken per se,813

as the uncertainty might be larger than suggested in the former study, but we814

will use this first estimate to put our results and those from other models in a815

quantitative perspective. In the large ensemble (30 members) of IPSL-CM6A-LR816

historical simulations, the externally forced signal of AMOC weakening at 26◦N -817

obtained through a comparison of periods 2005-2014 and 1870-1900 - is very close818
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to zero (0.05±0.82 Sv). Only a few members exhibit a large weakening, almost up819

to 2 Sv, which is therefore the result of internal variability. In our experiments,820

including realistic Greenland melting is allowing one Melting member to reach a821

weakening of 2.5 Sv for the maximum AMOC at 26◦N using the same periods for822

the calculation. Such a weakening is within the values of the reconstructed trend823

from Caesar et al. (2018), even though it remains quite sensitive to the reference824

periods used for the computation and our estimation is not calculated with the825

same method as Caesar et al. (2018). The latter indeed used AMOC fingerprints826

based on SST, while in our experiments, we use direct measure of AMOC intensity.827

If our model estimates, using ten members, are correct, the forced signal from828

radiative forcing is close to zero over the historical era and the forced signal from829

Greenland melting is -0.32±0.35 Sv of AMOC weakening at 26◦N over 1920-2014.830

This would indicate that Greenland melting is responsible for about 10% of the831

weakening estimate obtained by Caesar et al. (2018), while the external radiative832

forcing does not play a role, and the rest of the weakening would then be largely833

explained by internal variability.834

Nevertheless, it is possible that IPSL-CM6A-LR underestimates the weakening835

of the AMOC due to external forcing. Indeed in chapter 6 of SROCC report,836

Collins et al. (2019) showed that CMIP5 climate projections exhibit a weakening837

of AMOC at 26◦N of 1.4±1.4 Sv for present day (2006-2015) in comparison with838

preindustrial era (1850-1900). This result is based on CMIP5 models which do839

not take into account the melting (either from runoff, basal melting or icebergs)840

from the GrIS (cf. Section 6.7.1.2 of Pörtner et al. (2019)). This may lead to an841

underestimation of the freshwater fluxes, as it is for IPSL-CM6A-LR (see Figure842

4), due to a poor representation of the land ice processes. Thus, from the CMIP5843

estimate of 1.4±1.4 Sv, about half of the reconstructed weakening of the AMOC844

from Caesar et al. (2018) (3±1 Sv) can be explained by external forcings. The845

spread nevertheless remains large and the weakening appears to be lower in CMIP6846

models, as discussed in Menary et al. (2020).847

To summarize, based on our forced IPSL-CM6A-LR ensemble of simulations,848

we argue that internal variability might be the best candidate to explain the possi-849

ble AMOC weakening over the last decades with about only 10% due to Greenland850

ice sheet melting and a negligible role from direct response to external forcing.851

Nevertheless, this result is model dependent and some CMIP5 models show a sub-852

stantial AMOC weakening over the historical era, without including GrIS melting.853

The ensemble mean of CMIP5 does show that external forcing might explain up to854

about half of the AMOC weakening estimate from Caesar et al. (2018). It should855

also be kept in mind that the observed weakening itself remains disputable, since856

only indirect measurements are available for a sufficiently long period to assess857

trends. We thus conclude that the on-going melting of GrIS might have played858

a limited role in the potential recent AMOC weakening, while external forcing859

within CMIP5 models, or internal variability within IPSL-CM6A-LR model, are860

able to explain a large amount of such a weakening.861

The impact of observed GrIS melting on multi-decadal variability has not been862

evaluated up to now. There has been a few hypotheses stating that the on-going863

melting might explain some of the cooling signal observed in the North Atlantic864

(Rahmstorf et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2016), but no proper attribution. Multidecadal865

SST trends are here closer to observations but only for six out of ten members.866

These results indicate that including a realistic Greenland melting may help ob-867
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taining more realistic SST trends with respect to observations in the subpolar gyre.868

However, SST trends of the ensemble means remain quite close as they are only869

significantly different with a 90% level of confidence. It was difficult to analyze the870

impact on the long-term trend due to uncertainties related to observations.871

In our experiment, comparison with several observational datasets reveals a872

reduced sea surface temperature RMSE in the subpolar gyre region as compared873

to observations for seven out of ten members of the Melting ensemble. Regard-874

ing surface salinity, the error is reduced for only four out of ten members of the875

Melting ensemble. A larger ensemble may help increasing the level of confidence876

of the signals since the amount of freshwater added in the Melting experiments is877

relatively modest. Overall, we found some signs that the inclusion of Greenland878

Melting is bringing the model ensemble closer to the observation, although the879

two ensembles remain hardly distinguishable. Therefore, our study does not give880

enough evidence to support the hypothesis raised by Rahmstorf et al. (2015) and881

Yang et al. (2016) that relates AMOC weakening over the twentieth century to a882

decrease in salinity of North Atlantic waters due to increasing melting of GrIS.883

The possible reduction of surface temperature bias with GrIS melting could884

have implications for decadal prediction, for which an accurate estimate of the885

initial ocean state plays a key role (Cassou et al. 2018). The melting product that886

we deliver here, starting in 1920 and based on Bamber et al. (2018) and Box and887

Colgan (2013) estimates, adapted to an ocean GCM grid, is an important tool to888

go in that direction.889

While the use of a multi-member ensemble of climate simulations forced for890

a long period with realistic freshwater fluxes, including the large increase in the891

1920s, is the main novelty of the present study, its principal limitation concerns892

the relatively low spatial resolution of the IPSL-CM6-LR ocean grid. Indeed, it893

has been shown by Gillard et al. (2016) that narrow boundary currents, which894

are poorly resolved here, are important for freshwater transport and distribution.895

Ideally, at least a 1/10◦ resolution in the ocean might be necessary to properly896

resolve key mesoscale processes. However Jackson et al. (2020) showed that cli-897

mate models using higher resolutions still entail strong uncertainty and may show898

stronger response to CO2 forcing in terms of AMOC weakening. Given the limited899

benefits of switching from 1◦ to a 1/4◦ resolution ocean grid (Menary et al. 2015)900

and the computational cost of current climate models, which hampers the pos-901

sibility to run such ensembles of simulations on higher resolutions, the 1◦ ocean902

resolution appears to be a reasonable compromise. Moreover, our results high-903

light that more than ten members are necessary to properly isolate the signal of904

observed GrIS melting from internal variability, and such an ensemble is already905

quite computationnally expensive.906
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6 Supplementary information1176

6.1 Annual fluxes from 1958 to 20141177

The Figure S1 shows the annual global fluxes from Bamber et al. (2018) inter-1178

polated on the eORCA1.2 grid (Deshayes et al., in prep). The nearest neighbour1179

algorithm used for the interpolation is conservative. However, the total amount is1180

about 6% lower than the raw data of Bamber et al. (2018) because the resolution1181

between the grids are very different, and several ocean cells from the original data1182

at lower resolution appeared to be land in the eORCA1.2 grid and were therefore1183

not considered. Doing so, we avoid the risk of prescribing a too high amount of1184

freshwater in some of the grid cells of the coarse grid.1185

Fig. S1: Freshwater fluxes (in Sv) from Greenland ice sheet and glaciers and ice caps outside
of Greenland from Bamber et al. (2018). Solid lines are 5-years running means, dashed lines
are the mean annual values. The total flux from all sources is shown by the solid black line
plotted against the right-hand Y axis.

.

6.2 Methodology for the inclusion of the solid ice discharge fluxes into the model1186

The Figure S2 illustrates the methodology used for the inclusion of the solid ice1187

component (icebergs) in the climate model. The calving values included into the1188

model are the solid ice component (purple line in Figure 3), in the pink zone1189

of Figure S2 (top). Compensation of the FWF is done in the light blue zone of1190

Figure S2 (top).1191
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Fig. S2: Top figure shows two areas: the forcing area (pink, cf. Figure 1) and the North of
40◦ latitude (blue and pink). Middle figure is a comparison of mean annual values (in Sv)
of calving fluxes (icebergs) from an Historical run (black line) over the years 1900-1920, the
disabled output calving in our Melting experiments (red line) from 1920 to 2016 and the
calving values applied in our Melting experiments (blue line) in the 40◦N area. Bottom figure
compares these values in the forcing zone.

6.3 Time series of AMOC indices1192

Figure S3 shows the time series of three AMOC indices, for the Melting and His-1193

torical ensembles. The Melting ensemble envelope is also compared to the envelope1194

of the large ensemble of 30 members of Historical runs available with the IPSL-1195

CM6A-LR model, denoted as ”the Large Historical ensemble” (dashed black lines1196

in Figure S3), and which ensemble strandard deviation amounts 1.20 Sv. We ob-1197

serve that the hosing members are within the distribution of the Large Historical1198

ensemble.1199
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Fig. S3: Time series of the Melting (blue line) and Historical (grey line) ensemble means of
the maximum between 30◦S and 60◦N (top), at 26◦N (middle) and at 48◦N (bottom) of the
AMOC, from 1920 to 2014. Shadings represent the 1-σ uncertainty bands of Melting (blue)
and Historical (grey) ensemble. Dash black lines are the 1-σ uncertainty bands of the Large
Historical ensemble of 30 members.

6.4 Linking MSE and correlation coefficient1200

Let x and y be two random variables. We have:1201
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var(x) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(xi − x)2 = σ2
x

cov(x, y) =
1

n
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(xi − x) (yi − y)

corr(x, y) =
cov(x, y)

σxσy

If we developp the MSE formula:1202
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MSE = var(x) + var(y)− 2cov(x, y)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

MSEc =centered MSE

+ (x− y)2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

overall bias

Therefore:1203

MSEc

σxσy
=

σx
σy

+
σy
σx

− 2corr(x, y) (4)

Note: in our study, we are using anomalies so the overall bias is zero and1204

MSE = MSEc. Also, the RMSE is defined as the root of the MSE:1205

RMSE =
√
MSE1206



Figures

Figure 1

Time averaged (1920-2014) spatial distribution of icebergs (left) and runoff (right) freshwater uxes (in
km3.yr-1) Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not
imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal
status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its
frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 2

Spatial annual sum of Greenland Ice Runoff (in Sv) for Raw (in blue, with a 5-year running mean) and
Extended (in green, with a 5-year running mean) freshwater uxes from Bamber et al. (2018) and Box and
Colgan (2013) (in red, with a 13-year running mean).



Figure 3

Final dataset: initial and extended annual uxes (in Sv) from Bamber et al. (2018), using a linear
regression over the 1958-2012 ice runoff from Box and Colgan (2013) (GIR). Solid lines are 5-year running
means, dashed lines are the mean annual values. The total ux from all sources is shown by the solid
black line plotted against the right-hand Y axis (in Sv).



Figure 4

Top panel shows the area around Greenland (denoted as "forcing zone", in blue) where runoff are
replaced in the model. Bottom panel shows the mean annual runoff values (in Sv) in the two ensembles
cumulated in the forcing zone: prescribed uxes in the Melting ensemble (blue line) and computed uxes in
the Historical ensemble (black line). Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the
material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research
Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning
the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 5

Ensemble mean of the evolution of passive tracer concentration (normalized units) at the surface from 5-
member off-line simulations of passive tracer starting in 1950. Note: The designations employed and the
presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the
part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.



Figure 6

Shadings are the differences (left  gures) and the signi cant (90%) differences (right  gures) between the
Historical and Melting ensemble means for annual SSS (top  gures, in psu) and SST (bottom  gures, in oC)
averaged over the period 1920-2014. Contour lines are the mean state of the Historical ensemble mean
over 1920-2014. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do
not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal
status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its
frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 7

Colors are the differences (left  gure) and the signi cant (90%) differences (right  gure) between Historical
and Melting ensemble means atmospheric 2-m temperature (in oC) averaged over the period 1920-2014.
Contour lines are the mean state of the Historical ensemble mean over 1920-2014. Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 8

Shading shows differences (left gures) and signi�cant (90%) differences (right gures) between Historical
and Melting ensemble means for zonal mean over the Atlantic of salinity (top, in psu) potential
temperature (bottom, in oC) averaged over the period 1920-2014. Contour lines are the mean state of the
Historical ensemble mean over 1920-2014. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the
material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research
Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning
the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 9

Shading shows the differences (top  gure) and the signi cant (90%) differences (bottom  gure) between
Historical and Melting ensemble means for January-February-March mixedlayer depth (in m) averaged
over the period 1920-2014. Contour lines are the mean state of the Historical ensemble mean over 1920-
2014. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the
expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any
country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or
boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 10

Shading shows the differences (top  gure) and the signi cant (90%) differences (bottom  gure) between
Historical and Melting ensemble means for surface density (in kg/m3) averaged over the period 1920-
2014. Contour lines are the mean state of the Historical ensemble mean over 1920-2014. Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 11

Signi cant differences (90%) between Historical and Melting ensemble means in October-November sea
ice cover (left, in %) and MLD (right, in m) averaged over the period 1920-2014. Contour lines are the
mean state of the Historical ensemble mean over 1920-2014. Note: The designations employed and the
presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the
part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.



Figure 12

Colors are the differences (top  gure) and the signi cant (90%) differences (bottom  gure) between Historical
and Melting ensemble means of the Atlantic meridional overturning stream-function (in Sv) averaged
over the period 1920-2014. Contour lines are the mean state of the Historical ensemble mean over 1920-
2014.



Figure 13

Histograms of the Maximum at 26N of the AMOC for the members of the Melting (blue) and Historical
(grey) ensembles, averaged over 1920-2014. Solid-lines are the kernelbased estimations of the probability
density functions.



Figure 14

SSS anomalies (in psu), with respect to 1920-2014, and linear trends in the subpolar region (blue region in
top panel) for the Historical (black) and Melting (blue) ensemble means. Red lines are the SSS
observations: anomalies, with respect to 1920-2014, and trends from Friedman et al. (2017) (continuous
line) and EN4 from Good et al. (2013) (dashed line). Note: The designations employed and the
presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the
part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its



authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.

Figure 15

SSS trends for the ten members of the Historical ensemble (black), the Melting experiments (blue) and
the observations from Friedman et al. (2017) (red) in the subpolar region (Figure 14, top). The second
column represents the trends of the ensemble means, while the last one shows the ensemble means of
the trends of the dierent members, with the associated error bar (two standard deviations).



Figure 16

RMSE of the detrended SSS with respect to observations from Friedman et al. (2017) in the subpolar
region (Figure 14, top) for the ten members of the Historical (black) and Melting (blue) ensembles. The  rst
column represents the RMSE of the ensemble means, while the last one shows ensemble means of the
RMSE of the different members, with the associated errors bars (two standard deviations)



Figure 17

SST anomalies (in oC), with respect to 1920-2014, and trends in the subpolar gyre region (blue region in
the top panel) for the Historical (black) and Melting (blue) ensemble means. Red lines are the SST
observations: anomalies, with respect to 1920-2014, and trends from ERSST from Huang et al. (2016)
(continuous lines) and HADISST from Rayner et al. (2003) (dashed lines). Note: The designations
employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion
whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or
area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been
provided by the authors.



Figure 18

SST trends for the ten members of the Historical ensemble (black), the Melting experiments (blue) and
the observations from ERSST (Huang et al. 2016) (red) in the subpolar region (Figure 17, top). The
second column represents the trends of the ensemble means, while the last one shows the ensemble
means of the trends of the different members, with the associated errors bars (two standard deviations).

Figure 19



RMSE of detrended SST with respect to ERSST (Huang et al. 2016) in the subpolar gyre region (Figure 17,
top) of the ten members of the Historical (black) and the Melting (blue) ensembles. The  rst column
represents the RMSE of the ensemble mean, while the last one is ensemble mean of the RMSE of the
different members, with the associated error bar (two standard deviations).


